Specification Data Sheet
Range Name:

StyleLine Tranquility

Description:

StyleLine Tranquility.
The StyleLine Tranquility has our newly designed
furniture unit with stepped worktop over fridge and
triple locker system above the kitchen, it now has a
splashback panel which frames the kitchen window
and a redesigned wardrobe allowing better access
to the utilities cupboard. It has a front loading 12v
fridge freezer available and a two burner hob and
sink unit.
It also has a Titan M1 Status tested mid-mounted
seat bed, it comes complete with a Skyline
elevating roof with elevating roof bed and mattress
making it easily sleep four people.
The StyleLine Tranquility also has a Twin Slide and
Swivel seat base fitted as standard. We also add
StyleLine logo embroidered carpets in the cab,
camper floor and boot areas and a StyleLine logo
embroidered jack back.
Prices start from £13,990.00 inc VAT for SWB and
£14,750.00 for LWB
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Specification Data Sheet

Specification:

Lining & Insulation
Soundproofing and insulation
Full carpet lining Windows
Full set of windows with opener at kitchen
Curtains to all windows Elevating Roof
Skyline elevating roof
Elevating roof bed with mattress Flooring
New one piece plywood floor with underfloor
insulation
Safety floor covering
New deeper side ster with entrance light and new
full width rear threshold cover Appliances and
Lighting
Front loading 12v fridge freezer
Smev 9222 sink and two burner hob
Sergant 12v/240v system with split charging and
transformer
LED Lighting
4 x 240v sockets, 2 x USB sockets, 1 x 12v socket
100amp leisure battery Rock n Roll Beds
Titan M1 status pull tested mid mounted two seater
bed in std VW fabric Other Equipment
Triple locker system above the kitchen
Twin slide and swivel seat base
Rearview Mirror
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Full set of StyleLine logo embroidered carpets
(front, centre and rear) and jack bag
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